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 Newsletter  
 Issue No 16: January 2019 

Editorial 
Welcome to our latest Newsletter.  

Higher education is again in the spotlight, with the Augar Review of post-18 Education and Funding due to report in the next 

few months and the anticipated recommendation for a reduction in student fees. In addition, the narrative of a crisis in student 

mental health, fuelled by statistics showing a rise in the student suicide rate, continues to be highlighted in the media and to 

be a central concern for our universities. On top of this, Brexit still looms— creating uncertainty and future challenges for both 

students and staff!  

Facing these increasing social, political and economic pressures, there is no better time to highlight the advantages of taking 

the Healthy Universities whole system approach to address these issues. With this in mind, it’s crucial that we maximise the 

use of the UK Network to share good practice and facilitate peer-to-peer learning. Yet, in this issue, it is noticeable that we 

have very few updates from our member universities, and even less from UK HEIs. A network will only ever be as dynamic as its 

members: so, a plea – please help us to keep the Network energised and sustain the Healthy Universities approach by 

submitting material to future issues of YOUR Newsletter….we wait to hear from you! 

Professor Mark Dooris, University of Central Lancashire; Professor Sue Powell, Manchester Metropolitan University  

 

UK Healthy Universities Network – News  
Network Meeting and Themed Workshops 

Recent Meeting: The most recent Network meeting was hosted by the University of Edinburgh on 13 November 2018, focusing 
on Physical Activity and Mental Health. Attended by over 50 people, the meeting was fully subscribed and a huge success. The 
day included peer support/networking, with presentations from Chelsea Roff (Eat Breathe Thrive), Laura Dickinson (Queen 
Margaret University), Shelia Ross (Foundation for Positive Mental Health), Dr Linda McSwiggan (University of Dundee), Sarah 
Robertson (Heriot Watt University), Audrey Duncan (University of Dundee), Helen Ryall (University of Edinburgh), Abi Dean 
(British Universities and Colleges Sport, BUCS) and Katie Gowing (NUS). A report of the meeting and workshop, with links to 
presentations, is available online. 

Forthcoming Meetings: The next Network meeting will take place as follows: 

Tuesday 14th May 2019, University of Central Lancashire 

The themed learning session will focus on Healthy Campus Design.  

Membership 

Welcome to new members and associate members! We now have 76 UK members [64 in England, 7 in Scotland; 4 in Wales 
and 1 in Northern Ireland] and 51 associate members—23 from non-UK universities and 28 from stakeholder organisations. 

Newsletters 

The deadline for receipt of material (news, updates, and features) for the next newsletter is 21 June 2019.  Please email 
contributions to healthyuniversities@uclan.ac.uk. 

 

www.healthyuniversities.ac.uk                                                healthyuniversities@uclan.ac.uk  

https://healthyuniversities.ac.uk/events/hu-national-network-meeting-november-2018/
http://www.healthyuniversities.ac.uk/events/hu-national-network-meeting-november-2017/
https://healthyuniversities.ac.uk/network-meetings-learning-events/
mailto:healthyuniversities@uclan.ac.uk
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International News 

International Symposium on Health Promoting Campuses, 7th April 2019 

A date of 7th April 2019 has been set for an International Symposium on Health 
Promoting Campuses, to coincide with the World Health Promotion Conference 
being organised by the International Union for Health Promotion and Education in 
Rotorua, New Zealand from 7th-11th April. Confirmed symposium speakers 
include Professor Trevor Hancock and Dr Matt Dolf from Canada and Professor 
Sue Powell from the UK. A sub-plenary will also be held as part of the main 
conference, focused on ‘Education Settings: Promoting Health, Sustainable 
Development & Education for All—From Words, Projects, Isolated Programs to 
Systems-Focused Action’.  

Current Topics in Germany: Establishment of a Competence Centre for Health Promoting 

Universities 

A competence center for work and health at universities has been established, which aims to:  

• Systematically collect and process knowledge and experience 

• Support universities on their way to comprehensive health management at their university 
 

The IX Ibero-American Congress of Health Promoting Universities, 21-23rd May 2019 

The IX Ibero-American Congress of Health Promoting Universities will take place in Monterrey, Mexico from May 21st-23rd 

2019. Themes include university initiatives to promote social mobilization and community participation and campus sustainable 

development. For more information, visit the conference website.  

https://healthyuniversities.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/International-Health-Promoting-Campuses-Symposium.pdf
https://healthyuniversities.ac.uk/wp-content/uploads/2018/11/International-Health-Promoting-Campuses-Symposium.pdf
http://www.iuhpe2019.com/
http://riupsmonterrey.uanl.mx/index.html
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How Can We Make Leiden a Really ‘Healthy University’? 

At the initiative of several of its professors, Leiden University has joined the international Healthy Universities network. 

Surrounded by space hoppers, the initiators of this move and those present exchanged experiences and tips at the kick-off 

meeting on 17 October.  

‘I hope you have all come on foot or by bicycle,’ Marleen van ’t Oever, head of communication for the Leiden University 

Medical Center, told the professors, deans and staff assembled in the Faculty Club of Leiden University. In any case, many of 

those present spent most of the meeting standing up, which is a good sign, in the opinion of Hanno Pijl, Professor of 

Diabetology, one of the initiators. ‘Sitting is the new smoking,’ he commented in an interview. In evidence of that, there are 

now plans to ban smoking on the whole LUMC site.  

Best Practices 

Dean of the Faculty of Medicine Pancras Hogendoorn kicks a 

space hopper aside as he explains how during a visit to Edinburgh 

he became inspired when he saw how the university there 

benefited from being a member of the Healthy Universities 

network. In this originally British network, the member 

universities exchange best practices with one another in the area 

of health, well-being and sustainability. ‘As a hospital and 

university, we have to make sure that we practice what we 

preach.’   

Workshops on Healthier Living 

Professor of Health Psychology Andrea Evers, also an initiator, is 

in complete agreement. ‘We spend a lot of time teaching about 

health and well-being. Why wouldn't we apply this knowledge to 

our students and staff, and then do more research?’ As a first step in the healthy initiative, students of the master's program in 

Health and Medical Psychology gave workshops to students and staff about sleeping better, healthy eating, being more active 

and reducing stress.  

Leiden Professor Jet Bussemaker is an ambassador for Healthy Universities: 

‘This intiative fits well within my chair in Science, Policy and  Societal Impact in Healthcare. As a minister, for five years I had a 

car and chauffeur and almost every physical activity was done for me. When I left, I told my chauffeurs that they were probably 

the people I was going to miss the most. But I was wrong: I really enjoy being more active. Taking the stairs instead of the lift 

can make quite a difference - although it may take you some time to actually find the stairs. Luckily, the main stairs in our 

Wijnhaven Building in The Hague are also a platform for events, and that's the way it should be. I'm not sure yet exactly what I 

will be doing as ambassador. Maybe I'll be space-hopping up and down the corridors!’  

Read the full report on the website of Leiden University.  

 

Photos: Sahra Almahmood/Leiden University 

Text: Linda van Putten/Leiden University 

A few of the initiators of Leiden University joining the Healthy 
Universities network: Andrea Evers, Hanno Pijl, Rector Magnificus 

Carel Stolker, Pancras Hogendoorn, Philip Spinhoven, Winnie 
Gebhardt and Jet Bussemaker 

https://www.universiteitleiden.nl/en/news/2018/10/how-do-we-make-leiden-a-really-healthy-university
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Award Winning Physical Activity & Movement at University College Dublin 

Healthy UCD (a University College Dublin healthy campus initiative), was recently awarded the gold award in the Irish 

Heart Foundation’s Active@Work awards, an awards programme that recognises workplaces that promote physical 

activity and support and motivate engagement.  

Over the last 2 years, there have been over 15 free or heavily subsidised physical activity and movement programmes 

and events with over 2000 participants. The aim of the programmes are to encourage everyone to take part in physical 

activity, not just those who are from a sporting or exercise background.  The programmes and events are designed for 

every fitness level and also encourage those who are new to or would like to get back into exercise. Some different 

programmes Healthy UCD has implemented over the last 2 years include: 

• Healthy UCD Structured Woodland Walks which are walks around our woodlands that total 6.2km with 

0.5km markers, developed by Healthy UCD. Active Campus Europe (ACE) programme aimed at inactive 

students. 

• Active Campus Europe (ACE) programme aimed at inactive students. 

• The formation of the UCD Staff Tai Chi Club. 

• Staff Yoga Classes. 

• Healthy UCD Bootcamps, with a combined 215 participants. 

• Healthy UCD Step Challenges; these were team step challenges aimed at UCD staff members. A challenge 

took place in each of two semesters in 2017/18 (September 2017 & January 2018) for 6 weeks each with a 

combined total of 528 participants. 

• Outdoor physical activity challenges such as ‘Hell & Back’, ‘Run a Muck’ and the ‘Desk to 5km’ challenge.  

• Marchaton is a walking challenge that takes place in March every year in college campuses across Ireland. 

In 2018, 1817 people from 20 3rd level institutions, including UCD, took part. 

• Reboot your Commute, in association with the national organisation “Smarter Travel” (funded by the 

Government Department of Transport, Tourism and Sport) aims to discourage single car occupancy and 

encourage other forms of transport such as walking, cycling and running (http://www.smartertravel.ie/). 

• Darkness into Light is an annual 5km walk commencing at 4.15am and finishing at 6am that takes place 

annually in Ireland and beyond since 2009. In 2018 UCD became one of the locations for the Darkness into 

Light walk with over 700 participants and over €50,000 raised for Pieta House (www.pieta.ie). 

Healthy UCD works closely with partners in the university including UCD Culture and Engagement (a section of Human 

Resource), the Students Union and UCD Sport and Fitness to implement the programmes listed above. Healthy UCD also 

works with organisations beyond the university as described above (Pieta House and Smarter Travel). 

For further information or to get in touch please contact Brian Mullins or Lisa Harold at healthyucd@ucd.ie 

http://www.smartertravel.ie/
http://www.pieta.ie
mailto:healthyucd@ucd.ie
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National News 
Update from the Scottish Healthy Universities Network 

Interest in joining the Scottish Healthy Universities Network, as part of the UK Healthy Universities Network (UKHUN), is 
continuing to grow, with 12 Scottish universities having been in touch with Linda McSwiggan about joining their 6-monthly 
meetings. The next meeting of the Scottish Healthy Universities Network will be in February/March at the University of Dundee 
– date and time to be confirmed. With wider membership ‘on the horizon’ and new contacts within the Scottish Government 
and related Scottish public health bodies, the Scottish network are looking forward to sharing information about their plans 
and progress towards becoming healthy universities in 2019.  

Scottish Universities Insight Institute Funding Award: “Healthy Universities for Healthy 

Communities” 
 

Scottish Universities have also recently secured funding from the Scottish Universities Insights Institute, involving three Scottish 

HEI members of UKHUN. This will provide a fantastic opportunity to explore, ‘Healthy universities for healthy communities’ 

through a series of events across Scotland in 2019.  

During the course of 2019, this project will bring students and staff (non-academic and academic) from Scottish universities 
together with external stakeholders to explore how universities can have a positive and sustainable impact on the health and 
wellbeing of local, including marginalized, communities within which they are situated. Through a series of events across 
Scotland, this work will help to identify organizational strengths within universities in a variety of contexts, including urban and 
rural settings, and areas for development in cooperation with local communities. This necessitates key stakeholders 
(community members, community leaders, third sector services, students, academic and professional services staff, policy 
makers, designers, and health and social care service providers as well as UKHUN) working together to co-produce 
recommendations for policy and practice, based on current evidence and the experiences of those involved.  

Further information: please contact l.c.mcswiggan@dundee.ac.uk.  

Update from the North East Universities Health and Wellbeing Network 

In the North East, we have been looking to develop an opportunity for the five North East universities to network and share 
good practice, mirroring the approach taken nationally via the UK Healthy Universities Network. There was some initial work 
done together on alcohol a few years ago, however it didn’t result in regular meetings. With the support of colleagues from 
Public Health England (PHE) NE centre, based in Newcastle, we have been able to begin regular meetings over the last 2 years, 
meeting approximately twice a year. The topics covered so far have been: alcohol, energy drinks, sexual violence and mental 
health (suicide and self-harm).  

We take it in turns to host the meeting and follow a similar format to the HU network with speakers and workshops/
discussions. We share the organisation of meetings between a small core group of colleagues from each of the 5 Universities 
and the local housekeeping, such as booking space and catering is looked after by the member of the host university.  

Our last meeting was at Teesside in November 2018 on mental health (suicide and self-harm) and this has led to a further 
working group meeting at the end of January, to look at developing procedures around dealing with complex cases. Cumbria 
University also came along to this meeting as well. 

Our next meeting will be around March 2019. Venue and topic to be confirmed. All who attend find it a really useful, and 
attendance has been over 30 people, on average, from a mixture of Universities, SU’s, Public health and other local services, 
such as drug and alcohol, sexual health, MIND etc.  

Key to our success has been the support of our regional Public Health England staff, and the passion and enthusiasm of my 
colleagues at all five Universities.  

Further information: please contact h.wright@tees.ac.uk.  

mailto:l.c.mcswiggan@dundee.ac.uk
mailto:h.wright@tees.ac.uk
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Update from UCLan: ‘Healthy University Plan’ 

Last semester UCLan ‘signed off’ its new Healthy University (HU) Plan, 2018-2020. This was after a period of consultations and 
involvement with staff and students. The plan now incorporates the Okanagan Charter wording and links to a range of existing 
UCLan strategies. Through the consultations we had really useful conversations about the role of the plan and how it ‘sits’ and 
is understood alongside other UCLan strategies. such as the Travel Plan, Student Services Priority Plan, Changing the Culture 
Plan, Catering Strategy and the Union Plan. In response to this, the HU plan is the most concise we have developed aiming to 
offer an overview and show the links to a range of more detailed programmes of work.  
 
To help to engage with staff and students across the university and clarify what the HU Plan aimed to achieve, we wrote a new 
section called: 
 
The Purpose of the HU Plan 
• To foster a ‘whole university’ approach:  

o to co-ordinate work across UCLan, the Students’ Union and with partners  
o to ensure the effective use of resources through collaboration and partnership working  
o to influence, and embed health and wellbeing within, multiple plans and strategies and services  
o to increase the visibility of UCLan’s commitment to health and wellbeing.  

• To take proactive and co-productive approaches to planning and prioritising for health and wellbeing.  
• To guide and facilitate the implementation of evidence-informed interventions and best practice.  
• To support ‘habits for life’ for individuals and communities to create and maintain healthy lifestyles.  
 
For this plan we decided to map out priority areas, on-going work and new developments first and then build them into 
themes. After discussions with the HU Steering Group the following themes emerged: 

• Work Life Balance 

• Learning & Teaching 

• Communications 

• Connectivity 

• Healthy & Sustainable Environments  

• Contempory Health Issues 
 
Contact: Sharon Doherty or Charlotte Smith, Healthy University Co-ordinators. 
 
 

mailto:shdoherty@uclan.ac.uk
mailto:csmith33@uclan.ac.uk
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Alcohol and Drugs 

Students’ Drug Use 

1. Save the date – NUS Students and Alcohol conference Wednesday 27 February 2019: After the 
success of last year’s event NUS will be running their second students and alcohol conference at 
The Union MMU, Manchester. The conference is open to external stakeholders, university and 
students’ union staff and officers. The registration link will be sent out in due course. You can view 
presentations from last years’ event here. Through workshops, presentations and interactive 
sessions, attendees will improve their knowledge and understanding of student attitudes and 
behaviours surrounding alcohol across UK campuses. It will be an opportunity to share good 
practice about what is working to tackle alcohol related issues on campus and to hear about the 
achievements of NUS' flagship alcohol behaviour-change programme, Alcohol Impact. 

The event is open to university staff (£75 per delegate) and union staff/officers (£25 per delegate). If you are part of the 
Alcohol Impact cohort, please contact the team so you can secure your free places. NB – The conference sold out a month 
before the event last year, so please do register if you are keen to attend. 

Register here as a delegate. Agenda can be found here. 

For any questions related to the conference please contact Michelle. For any questions related to Alcohol Impact after 5 
February 2019, please contact Charlotte.  

2. Students and alcohol survey 2017-18 – National report 

This report shows the findings from the national students and alcohol survey. The survey is sent out to NUS Extra cardholders 
across the UK.    

3. Drink Rethink pilot report 

NUS successfully secured funding to deliver a pilot Alcohol IBA approach with students in informal settings. The report 
summarises what happened during the pilot and the results we saw as well as our expansion plan for this work.  

If you have any questions or queries about these reports, please get in contact with Rachel NUS Insight Manager or Lucy 
Alcohol Impact Programme Manager. 

British Active Students Survey Results 

Active students have higher wellbeing, inclusion and perceptions of employability and attainment compared to inactive 
students, according to the results from the British Active Students Survey. The report shows that 
when universities invest in opportunities and provide students with support to be physically active it 
can lead to more positive outcomes. Higher Education Institutions (HEIs) have an important role to 
play in the physical and mental wellbeing of their students, whilst ensuring they have the skills 
needed to excel. 

The ‘British Active Students Survey’, conducted at the end of 2017, followed on from the 2016 
inaugural active ‘Scottish Active Students Survey’.  Participation in regular physical activity as well as 
sports participation and gym membership was found to improve students’ personal wellbeing, 
mental wellbeing, social inclusion and perceived academic attainment and employability. These new 
findings further reinforce the importance of doing some activity. Participation in sport and gym are required for the greatest 
benefits, as well as meeting the recommended levels of physical activity. 

For more information, and to read the report, click here. 

For more information about BUCS, please see their website. 

Health Education England: ‘We Need to Talk About Suicide’ 

Health Education England has produced a Briefing Note ‘We need to talk about suicide: helping everyone to feel more 
confident to talk about suicide’, an eLearning programme that has been developed for the wider public health workforce, 
informed by people who have attempted to take their own lives and those bereaved and affected by suicide.   

The report can be accessed here. 

https://alcoholimpact.nus.org.uk/opportunities
https://alcoholimpact.nus.org.uk/
mailto:alcoholimpact@nus.org.uk
http://www.cvent.com/d/tbqx47
https://www.nusconnect.org.uk/resources/students-and-alcohol-2019-agenda
mailto:michelle.hemmingfield@nus.org.uk
mailto:Charlotte.Bonner@nus.org.uk
https://msuclanac-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/pcrabb_uclan_ac_uk/EX1uMN4yiuNEjE2FwtOfM90BerwKsBiOC1vJSmscBSoHGg?e=Yg6asg
https://msuclanac-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/pcrabb_uclan_ac_uk/EZ8C3vywrRZLpKseeljJENsB6lX-zlV_8Jl7mMrB5xxFEg?e=UIN84Q
mailto:rachel.drayson@nus.org.uk
mailto:lucy-ann.henry@nus.org.uk
https://www.bucs.org.uk/page.asp?section=20636&sectionTitle=British+Active+Students+Survey
https://www.bucs.org.uk/homepage.asp
https://msuclanac-my.sharepoint.com/:b:/g/personal/pcrabb_uclan_ac_uk/EWQ2VlHXhwZNsy6hqoJl0AcBOmX4BHjArua3RuGrkdDECw?e=LlmOrt
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The Hospitable Campus 

One of the key priorities for UK universities and colleges is students’ positive mental health and wellbeing. The Office for 

Students, the central regulatory authority for British higher education, is challenging sector leaders to sharpen their thinking on 

student mental health and wellbeing and is providing support through dedicated initiatives.  

Here at TUCO, our aim is to promote the positive link between on-campus hospitality and student welfare, and raise awareness 

of the role that food, drink and hospitality can have in fostering a sense of inclusion, community and belonging.  

The publication of our Hospitable Campus report, launched during our Winter Conference in December 2018, signifies TUCO's 

intention to start a national conversation amongst our members about ways in which on-campus hospitality can make positive 

contributions to student wellbeing. To date, relatively little academic research has been undertaken on the link between on-

campus hospitality and student wellbeing.  

The report, in collaboration with The Oxford Cultural Collective, sets out several 

recommendations for TUCO members (see below) and also discusses next steps – how can 

we engage with senior management in higher and further education? How can we initiate 

legacy projects? And how can we share innovative best practice? These are the questions 

which will allow us to embed a culture of delivering a life-enhancing hospitality experience. 

The Hospitable Campus report recommendations include: 

1. THINK STRATEGICALLY  

• Focus on intended outcomes (with respect to student wellbeing) 

• Communicate your commitment to supporting student wellbeing 
 

2. SHAPE HUMAN INTERACTIONS – IN SUPPORT OF STUDENT WELLBEING 

• Embed a culture of hosting amongst front-line staff 

• Capitalise on in-house status 

• Incorporate ‘hospitable competencies’ into job descriptions 

• Empower staff to engage in personal service 

• Empower staff through co-creation of personalised service 
 

3. SHAPE THE PHYSICAL AND SOCIAL ENVIRONMENT – IN SUPPORT OF STUDENT WELLBEING 

• Use co-work spaces to encourage inclusivity 

• Achieve positive ‘meaning’ for hospitality spaces 

• Accommodate solitary learners 
 

4. USE CREATIVE INTERVENTIONS – IN SUPPORT OF STUDENT WELLBEING 

• Invite students to submit recipes 

• Ensure menus are inclusive 

The report also features four case studies, showcasing examples from The University of Manchester, The University of 

Huddersfield, Harper Adams University and The University of St Andrews. Each recognising cultural diversity, they share 

innovative operational practice, including practical ways to implement cultural activities, satisfy international tastes, support 

health and wellbeing through engagement and inclusion and create an organisational culture that puts students first.  

Hospitable Campus – Foodservice management and student wellbeing research is available here.  

The report can be found here. 

http://www.tuco.ac.uk/grow/tuco-research
https://tuco.ac.uk/images/zoo/uploads/documents/Hospitable_Campus_Dec18.pdf
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Green Gown Awards Celebrate Universities and Colleges Tackling Waste and Behaviour 
Change for a Healthier Future  

Universities and colleges are leading the way with innovative ideas to mainstream 

recycling and waste minimisation and encourage behaviour change in the 

community.  

From promoting the use of reusable coffee cups and introducing biodegradable water bottles to reduce the use of 

disposables – enter King’s College London, to engaging student volunteers to coordinate daily collections of unsold food 

and make it available for anyone to take via a communal fridge and dry store – over to Lancaster University, the waste 

minimisation and behaviour change initiatives at universities and colleges are increasingly varied.  

The 2018 Green Gown Awards, which took place on Thursday 8th November at The National Railway Museum in York, 

celebrated the best in sustainability initiatives from universities and colleges across the UK and Ireland - and amongst the 

winners were institutions that are incorporating projects to reduce waste across their campuses into their sustainability 

strategies.  

Leading the way in this area is Sheffield Hallam University, winner of the Campus Health, Food and Drink Green Gown 

Award sponsored by TUCO. The University integrates a sustainable approach within all stages of its catering operations, 

from procurement to waste disposal. Key initiatives have included collaboration with the university’s Nutrition Course 

students to design and sell a range of healthy menus and recipes; and with the national social enterprise, the Real Junk 

Food Project, to use food diverted from landfill.  

Also taking on the challenge of food waste behaviour change is the Students’ Union at UWE which won the Student 

Engagement Green Gown Award. Their initiative - Bring Your Own Bowl (BYOB) - focuses on creating social networks 

through the shared enjoyment of free tasty surplus food. The SU runs events to engage students on key food waste 

messages and provide ideas for personal action and the name symbolises the fact that all students have to do is bring 

their own bowl. 

Universities and colleges are also increasingly working with the community to encourage behaviour change. The Green 

Gown Award Category for Benefitting Society recognises just this and this Awards cycle there was a winner from both a 

large and small institution.  

Small institution, Stockport Adult Learning, in collaboration with a Third Sector organisation which has specialist skills to 

support individuals in recovery from addiction dependency, is running a course to address learners' boundaries, the 

effects of self-defeating behaviours, emotional awareness, self-esteem and personal responsibility. While large 

institution, London College of Fashion, has worked on a collaboration which introduced LCF menswear design students to 

the convergent themes of the environment and social inclusion within two rehabilitation facilities - San Patrignano - the 

largest residential drug rehabilitation community in Europe and Making for Change - a fashion training and 

manufacturing unit located at a women’s prison, HMP Downview.  

It's heartening to see universities and colleges tackling the issue of waste and behaviour change in such innovative and 

inspiring ways. You can read more about all of the projects above here.  

http://www.sustainabilityexchange.ac.uk/2018x
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The Social Prescribing Network 

When did it start and who set it up? 

The Social Prescribing Network was set up in Nov 2015 by Dr Marie Polley, University of Westminster and the GP Dr Michael 

Dixon, who is now the NHS England National Clinical Lead for Social Prescribing.  It was inspired by the very successful results 

of a pilot social prescribing project to prevent diabetes at Dr Dixons GP practice in Cullompton Devon. 

Who is involved in the Social Prescribing Network? 

It is an organic, bottom-up social movement.  It comprises approximately 2000 people from diverse range of sectors, including: 

academia, health, housing, environment, local authorities and culture. It straddles the public and private sector and includes 

small medium and large voluntary and social enterprise organisations. There is a national steering group. 

What is the role of the Social Prescribing Network? 

• To bring people together who were engaged in some form of social prescribing in England, but who were thinking they 

were the only ones doing it.  This led to the first report highlighting activity in England and the setting out of core priorities.  

• To reduce duplication of effort and mistakes in setting up person centred approaches to supporting people. 

• To increase the quality of research and evaluation being carried out to underpin this approach to health and wellbeing. 

• To support and drive cross sector collaboration, particularly when funding is so tight.    

• To bring people together and provide expert support on setting up social prescribing schemes, research bids, help in writing 

strategic documents and to advise and influence policy makers. 

• And crucially: to support the sustainable expansion of social prescribing with a key focus on working out a model that fairly 

moves money to the VCSE sector in line with the support and knowledge they provide. 

What is the structure and reach of the Social Prescribing Network? 

• A central steering group that sets the priorities once a year.   

• A central resource hub and website which interlinks with an emerging NHS England platform. 

• In England there are 8 regional networks which are shared with NHS England. Each regional has approximately 400 people.   

• Two regional conferences per year. This allows us to constantly sense check steps forward.  

• A national conference and an international conference annually. 

• Social Prescribing Network Ireland (2017) – collaboration between NI and RoI.  An emerging network in Scotland and Wales. 

• International collaboration with support the set-up of social prescribing in Ontario, Canada, the Netherlands and Portugal.   

The NHS Long Term Plan 

Social Prescribing has now been adopted by the NHS with the intention to roll out social prescribing connector schemes across 

the whole of England by 2023. This is a huge step forwards in support non-medical needs, health inequalities and a social 

model of healthcare, which will improve the wellbeing of the population. 

What is next for the Social Prescribing Network? 

• Continued advocacy for research.  Dr Polley’s research team will be reporting on the broad outcomes that are achieved 

across all ‘sectors’ so that it is possible to establish a more accurate value of social prescribing for the health sector and for 

all sectors beyond health e.g. DWP, DCMS, DEFRA, DfE etc.   

• Collaboration with UK Active to incorporate social prescribing into ways of addressing inactivity within our nation.  

• Support for innovative social prescribing schemes that are providing preventative services for prediabetes, cardiovascular 

disease and cancer. 

• Launch of the next International Social Prescribing Network conference at the University of Westminster 11th-12th July 2019 

in order to set the stage to lead the world in this approach to health. 

Resources from the Social Prescribing Network 

A dedicated weekly conversation on social prescribing on Twitter, every Wednesday, 8-9pm GMT; with over  600 followers 

engaged in thematic discussions , focused on key themes, news and topics linked to social prescribing. The weekly 

@SocialPresHour will be hosted by a range of thought leaders throughout 2019. Join the conversation every Wednesday 8-

9pm. #socialpreshour 

 

• NHS England has commissioned the national network to produce a number of resources which have both informed the 

loneliness strategy and the business case for social prescribing as part of the personalised care strategy. Download them 

here  

• NHS England and regional networks are also building resources which reflect regional as well as other key developments 

through a new online platform. 

 

To find out more, and to join the national network (FREE), visit: www.socialprescribingnetwork.com 

http://www.socialprescribingnetwork.com
https://www.twitter.com/socialpreshour
https://www.socialprescribingnetwork.com/resources
http://www.socialprescribingnetwork.com
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The Allergen Awareness Campaign 

The Allergen Awareness campaign will take a two-pronged approach: targeting young people (16-24-year-olds) with food    
allergies and/or intolerances, as well as food businesses. Building on the implementation of the EU Food Information            
Regulations (FIR) in 2014, we are putting together a low-cost marketing plan which will position the FSA as the relevant and 
trusted authority, using research, data, social science, insight, and partnership working to help young adults with a food     
allergy and remind food businesses of their obligations, by encourage them to ‘ASK the Question’. 

A – always ask about allergies  

S – speak up  

K – keep safe  

The aim of the campaign is to raise awareness of the provisions of allergen information  
required by law, and to help young adults be more confident about asking for this            
information when ordering food. It also aims to help them and their peer groups to be     
proactive in asking the right questions about allergens when eating out or ordering food in, 
so that food businesses can provide them with the right information to make a safe choice. 
We will also be reminding food businesses to ask customers about their food allergies and 
educate staff on why it’s important to ask and support young people especially, and to   
provide clear and  accurate information. 

We have conducted bespoke research, in partnership with Allergy UK and Anaphylaxis Campaign, to find out more about the 
challenges that young adults face when living with a food allergy, and this will form the basis of our PR & media activity, which 
was timed for the start of the new university and college terms. This is when young people are likely to be looking after    
themselves for the first time as well as eating and shopping in new places and making new friends.  

The campaign was brought to life through a variety of channels: 

• Digital – insight tells us that digital by default is the best way to reach this audience of young adults. We will be using 
content and channels specifically targeting them. 

• Pro-active PR – with consumer media (targeted at young adults) and trade media. This would utilise the results from the 
research we are commissioning with Allergy UK and Anaphylaxis Campaign on the challenges that young adults face in 
living with a food allergy. This will be accompanied by case studies, FAQs and interviews. 

• Partners/stakeholders – Allergy UK and Anaphylaxis Campaign, two of the most prominent allergy charities in the UK, 
have agreed to work in partnership with us on this campaign. They have helped with the bespoke research, as well as 
furthering the extend our reach into the targeted allergy community through their bespoke channels.  

We will also engage with a range of partners and stakeholders such as local authorities, trade bodies and retailers who have 
their own role to play in providing safe food choices to young adults. They will be encouraged to share our messages through 
their own channels using our targeted content, as well as train staff to be complaint to the laws, and make sure processes are 
in place to deal with allergen info request. 

For further information, please email Caroline Kitson.  
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